
Farm Inn Nyanber Wan 

https://www.facebook.com/nyanber.wan/ 

 

Our inn’s name is meows and barks! 
Our mascot cats and dog welcome you to our inn. We have been interviewed by various tv animals programs and 
also by magazines and guests from around the world have come to stay with us. You may have to share your bed 
with the cats! Our breakfast with cat shaped pancakes are a popular item. Next to the inn is a cat shrine and you 
can make and hang your cat shaped votive plaques or color your personal Maneki neko beckoning cat statue. 
Hope you can come to stay at our inn surrounded by nature and pets. 
 
Activities (extra fees may be charged) 
Making your own cat shaped votive plaque, coloring your personal Maneki neko beckoning cat, making pizzas or 
harvesting herbs for your special herbal tea. Make lamps out of shells, make jam, wood works and wearing a 
Japanese wedding kimono (please inquiry about the available activities and fees) 

 
 
Accommodation Rates (rates do not include tax) 
1) 1 night accommodation with dinner and breakfast included JPY9,000/person (elementary schoolers JPY5,600) 

We cannot accommodate preschoolers 
 
The guestroom can be separated by Japanese sliding door to make two connected 6 tatami mat rooms. 
 

Basic Information 

Name Farm Inn Nyanber Wan Check in 16:00 

Address 1217 Yotsumotocho, Kagoshima Check out 10:00 

Phone  080-4958-5153  Holidays Year end and 
beginning, 

Obon season 
Fax  099-278-3082 

Email myumyu5050@i.softbank.jp Reservations required 

Website https://www.facebook.com/nyanber.wan/ Vehicle Parking 3 cars 

 
Facilities 

Facilities Toothbrush, towels, yukata, hanten Payment JPY Cash only 

Amenities towels, bodywash Pickup service Please ask when making 
reservations 

No. of rooms 1 room  Foreign languages English 

Reservations Reserve by phone or through Rakuten 
travel 

  

      

                     

   Information subject to change, please contact 
the owner for updates. All reservations and inquiries 

should be made directly to the owners 
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